A PRESENTATION BY MEMBERS OF THE
SYDNEY TAYLOR BOOK AWARD COMMITTEE
Rebecca Levitan, Rena Citrin, Shoshana Flax,
Sylvie Shaffer, Marjorie Shuster, Rivka Yerushalmi

Description: The committee will discuss favorite Jewish children’s books as seen from the award submissions and give a behind-the-scenes look at how the award winners are selected.

Rebecca Levitan is a full-time librarian with the Pikesville branch of the Baltimore County Public Library. She holds a BA in history and Judaic studies from Binghamton University, and an MLIS from the University of Pittsburgh. As the chair of the Sydney Taylor Book Award Committee and a mother of two little girls, she is passionate about quality Jewish children’s books. When she’s not reading or taking care of the kids, Rebecca can be found knitting shawls that are too warm to wear most of the year in Baltimore.